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Them at Performance Space New York — tour de force of the Aids era  
 
Though first performed in 1986, this partly improvised work is no period piece  
 

 
 
From left, Michael Watkiss, Hentyle Yapp and Alvaro Gonzalez Dupuy in 'Them' © Rachel Papo  
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When the former PS 122 opened this past winter after seven years’ renovation, it sported a 
dismayingly generic new name: Performance Space New York. Perhaps to shore up the East 
Village theatre from further loss of identity, the new director Jenny Schlenzka, formerly of 
MoMA, dedicated her first series to the neighbourhood, beginning with its earliest inhabitants, 
the Lenape Indians. Last month, the choreographer Sarah Michelson returned to where her 
iconoclastic career began two decades ago to scream into a bullhorn, “I’m old. I’m sad. Look at 
these hands!” while videos of the early work flickered on the walls as rebuke.  
 



The creators of Them — choreographer Ishmael Houston-Jones, composer-guitarist Chris 
Cochrane and writer Dennis Cooper — are twice the age of the seven men who dominated the 
stage for most of this hour-long tour de force. But even without an instigating crisis — at the 
1986 premiere, a deadly epidemic with no known cure — Them is no period piece. 
Paradoxically, what ensures its unquenchable life are the distances it observes.  
 
The night I saw the mutable work (the movement score incorporates improvisation), Houston-
Jones warned us with jarring, jagged steps that danger lay ahead. Too late: Them had already 
begun.  
 
It alternated between Cooper reading in a low, unhurried voice and the young men entering from 
the shadowed margins to Cochrane’s fantastic electric squall to wrestle each other to the floor, 
ram each other against a wall, or calculate their next move, as if seduction were an impersonal 
puzzle. (“What to do with this haunch, this chest, my hands?”) They only grew tender when a 
partner couldn’t hold himself up: when the fallacy of guaranteed youthful vigour had been 
exposed.  
 
Cooper’s reflections may have been gentler, but they also maintained an unlikely 
dispassionateness. He recalled watching the men, limbs entangled, whom he had wanted to be; 
the love for which he could not find an adequate object; the friends who died gruesomely, though 
never of Aids. He never mentioned the disease. He didn’t need to. It had seeped into everything 
— and there, Them convinces you, it remains.  
	


